ABSTRACT Isotropy, end effect suppression, calculation efficiency and robustness are basic requirements of areal filters for surface metrology. However, current areal filters cause problems in different aspects, which cripples the operation of surface metrology like roughness evaluation. In this paper, a high-order thin-plate spline (TPS) filter is proposed to construct a real isotropic areal spline filter with minimum end effects and high efficiency, aiming to provide a more universal and efficient topography filtration method. The new filter is structured by approximating Gaussian filter to ensure uniform transmission characteristics. The robust algorithm is derived to process surface data with outliers and defects. A fast implementation is also provided in this paper. Performances of various areal metrology filters are illustrated by processing both simulated and practical surfaces, through which the proposed high-order TPS filter herein manifests real isotropy, higher calculation efficiency, slighter end effect as well as robustness comparing to current areal surface metrology filters. Comparing with the ISO 16610-61, the new areal filter can obtain more ideal results, therefore it can take the place of ISO 16610-61 on most occasions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Surface quality and surface structures have significant influences on many properties and behaviors of manufactured products, such as friction, wear, precision, fitting, anti-fatigue and anti-corrosion characteristics of machined parts [1] - [4] , flow and boundary slip of microfluidics [5] , [6] and wetting of structured surfaces [7] , which makes measuring and analyzing surface topographies of important meaning. Extracting different frequency features using filters can also be used for topography identifications [8] . Different surface features, such as roughness, waviness and form divided by wavelength, can be extracted from an engineering surface by using proper filters [9] . While properties and transmission characteristics of the filters occupied have significant influences on the analysis and study of surface features.
Sophisticated studies have been done on profile filters used to separate different wavelength features of one-dimensional data. Because of the zero-phase characteristic and the minimum product of time width and frequency width, the profile The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Datong Liu.
Gaussian filter is regarded as the optimal filter, and has been included as the standard profile filter by ISO 16610-21 [10] . The only shortcoming of this filter is that it causes excessive distortion at both ends, which is called end-effect and makes data within a half cut-off wavelength range inapplicable for the assessment. To overcome this problem, many efforts have been made [11] - [16] , and the profile spline filter was recommended as a further substitute for the profile Gaussian filter [17] . By applying an optimal boundary condition [18] , the end effect is well compressed. And the filtering calculation efficiency is sped up by the matrix factorization algorithm [19] . The uniformity of the profile Gaussian filter and profile spline filter is satisfied by a cascade approximating spline filter [20] , with a 0.3% difference of amplitude characteristics when the cascade order approaches infinity.
As the improvement of requirement and the development of measuring instruments, surface assessments based on three-dimensional data are demanded. Comparing to the profile filtering, the areal filtration is much more complicated. Besides end effects and calculation efficiency, isotropy is another crucial property of filters used for surface metrology VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ or surface assessment. Those isotropic areal filters take on rotation invariant transmission characteristics. The areal Gaussian filter is equipped with perfect isotropy, which is the only advised areal filter included in ISO 16610 [21] , though, severe end effects with the width of half the cut-off wavelength are caused by its convolution method [9] . In order to reduce end effects, the areal Gaussian regression filter was developed by substituting the Gaussian finite impulse response (FIR) filter with an infinite impulse response (IIR) filter [22] . However, the linearity is destructed, a much longer processing duration is needed even by a fast algorithm [22] - [24] and different transmission characteristics from areal Gaussian filter are possessed by the areal Gaussian regression filter. A number of approximating Gaussian filters tried to fasten the filtering progress, including integral methods [25] - [28] and recursive implementations [29] - [31] . But end effects remained in results gained by these filters, and isotropy property disappeared when developing areal filters based on these methods [32] . Since the profile spline filter vanished the end effects, an areal spline filter prototype was raised through direct difference of the three-dimensional surface data by Goto and Yanagi [33] . The realization of this spline filter was not achieved because of mathematic difficulty of transforming the filter prototype into a solvable matrix equation form. Inspired by the separability of the areal Gaussian filter, an areal spline filter was designed by orthogonalizing two profile spline filters in x-and y-direction [34] . By using the cascade approximating spline filters, the proposed areal cascading spline filter provided an amplitude characteristic with a maximal deviation less than 2.5% from that of the areal Gaussian filter. But isotropy was not achieved by this filter.
Robustness, that the ability of the filtering algorithm to reduce the negative influence of outliers of the primary data, is another important property, since outliers are common to meet in practical surface data because of the measurement or the defects of the surface [35] . From this stand of point, robust algorithms of the profile Gaussian filter, profile spline filter and areal Gaussian filter were deduced and have been introduced by the International Standard Organization. But no robust algorithm of the areal cascading spline filter has been developed. It can be seen from the discussion in Section II that the robust algorithm of the areal cascading spline filter is infeasible. To sum up, although many attempts have been paid to design filters with transmission characteristics approximating that of the areal Gaussian filter but compressing the end-effects and outlier-effects effectively, however, no one can meet all the requirements at the same time.
In this paper, a latest study on approximating the areal Gaussian filter is reported by constructing the high-order thin-plate splines (TPS). The maximal amplitude characteristic deviation of a 5-order TPS filter from the areal Gaussian filter is less than 0.52%. A fast implementation is realized by using two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (DCT2) and two-dimensional inverse discrete cosine transform (iDCT2). Moreover, a robust algorithm is derived from the M-estimator, equipping the high-order TPS filter with the capability of processing data with outliers and defects. Both simulated and practical studies show that the proposed high-order TPS filter has the best approximation to the areal Gaussian filter from the applied approaches.
II. FAULTINESS OF CURRENT AREAL SPLINE FILTERS A. ANISOTROPY PROBLEM
Isotropy is the property that the transmission characteristic of an areal filter keeps identical in all directions. The areal Gaussian filter is an isotropic filter whose weighing function g(x, y) is given as
where x and y are distances in x-and y-direction from the center, λ c is the cut-off wavelength and α is the constant, to provide 50% transmission characteristic at the cut-off wavelength λ c , α = √ ln 2/π. The amplitude transmission function is derived by computing Laplacian transformation (LT) of Eq. (1) as
where λ x and λ y are wavelengths of signals in x-and y-direction while other variables are as the same as described above. The amplitude transmission characteristic of the areal Gaussian filter is shown in Fig. 1 , where the circular symmetry indicates the isotropy of the filter. Because of the property of exponential function,
, the areal Gaussian filter can be separated into two profile Gaussian filters iterating in orthogonal directions, which is called the separability of the areal Gaussian filter. Inspired by the separability of the areal Gaussian filter, a areal cascading spline filter was structured by iterating two cascading approximating spline filters in orthogonal directions [20] . The amplitude transmission function of the ca-cascade areal orthogonal spline filter is
where ca is the cascade order, x and y are sampling intervals in x-and y-direction, λ x and λ y are wavelengths of surface profiles in x-and y-direction, µ is the constant, to provide 50% amplitude transmission when λ x equals cut-off wavelength and λ y is infinite long or the contrary, µ = Figure 2 (a) shows the transmission characteristic of the areal orthogonal spline filter when the cascade order is 2 (ca = 2) and Figure 2 (b) shows its deviation from areal Gaussian filter. Good isotropy is achieved that the maximal deviating value reaches 1.48%. And the isotropy can be better as the cascade order increases. Though, the maximum areal deviation remains bigger than 1.07% even a 10-cascade cascade is executed while the processing duration is much longer than the 2-cascade situation. 
B. INAPPLIABILITY OF ROBUST ALGORITHM
Another faultiness of the current areal spline tilter is being unable to develop a robust algorithm. By imitating the robust profile spline filter [35] , a robust areal orthogonal spline filter can be developed by using the M-estimator. The weighing matrix is recalculated between every single filtration. Considering the calculating order of the row filter (or x-filter) and the column filter (or y-filter), there are two types of the robust cascading arealspline filter, which are the row-column robust areal cascading spline filter (RRACSF) and the column-row robust areal cascading spline filter (CRACSF). the inapplicability of robust algorithm for the areal cascading spline filter. This faultiness cripples the application of this kind of filter since outliers and defects are common in practical surface data gauged by instruments like the laser scanning confocal microscope (LSCM). The aim of this paper is mainly to resolve these two shortcomings.
III. DESIGNING ISOTROPIC HIGH-ORDER THIN-PLATE SPLINE FILTER
It was defined by Schoenberg [36] that the smoothing of data can be carried out by using a variational method, according to which the areal spline filters can be gained by solving the minimizing problem of
where E is the residual energy, z is the actual surface, f (x, y) is the interpolated mean surface function, R (f (x, y)) is the residual error and µ is the Lagrange constant, a and b are the lower and upper limits of the measuring area in x-direction while c and d are the lower and upper limits of the measuring area in y-direction.
To solve the problems of spline filter on surface filtration, the thin-plate spline (TPS) [37] is introduced in this paper, which is an areal spline widely used for surface interpolation. Similar to the one-dimensional spline behaving like a flexible wood spline, the TPS works as a steel thin-plate. When used for surface interpolation, it is located by some fixed landmarks and its deformation is to minimizing bending and twisting energy, which is the residual error in Eq. (4). Thus the VOLUME 7, 2019 residual error is calculated by
By substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4), the discrete form of Eq. (4) is got to be
where {z i,j } are the measured data, {s i,j } are data of the calculated mean surface, N and M are numbers of points in x-and y-direction, ∇ 2 xx s i,j , ∇ 2 xy s i,j and ∇ 2 yy s i,j are the second order central differential operators, with
To minimize Eq. (6), the differences of E on s i,j should equal zero, namely
According to Eq. (8), the transmission function of the areal spline filter is given as
where x and y are sampling intervals in x-and y-direction, λ x and λ y are wavelengths of surface profiles in x-and y-direction, µ is the constant, to obtain 50% amplitude transfer characteristic, µ = 16 sin 4 (π /λ c )
if the cut-off wavelength in x-and y-direction are the same, that are λ c , and the sampling intervals are identical to . The similar process was finished by Buckley in 1994 for image processing [38] . While isotropy is obtained by this filter, the transmission characteristic has a big difference from that of areal Gaussian filter with a maximal deviation of 10.63%, as is shown in Fig. 4 . Filters used for image processing have their own features, whereas the uniformity of transmission characteristic is an important requirement for filters used for surface metrology.
Considering that only the quadratic terms are used by this filter, a better approximation to the areal Gaussian filter can be achieved by using more ranks, namely by using the high-order TPS. As for an h-order TPS, the kth order residual energy is
where J k is the kth order residual energy, f (x, y) is the mean surface function,
Then the areal smoothing problem is expressed as the minimizing problem
where µ k is the interpolation constant of the kth order rank. The discrete form of Eq. (11) is
Through similar procedure, the transfer function of the highorder TPS filter can be derived as
where µ k are filter structure parameters. To approximate areal Gaussian filter, µ k can be determined by solving the best approximating problem
However, solving Eq. (14) will be very difficult or even incapable when k is comparably big. As a compromise, the values of µ k can be derived from Taylor expansion [14] while the attenuation at cut-off wavelength will deviate a little from 50% but gets closer with the increasing of order n (see Appendix). The transmission characteristics of 4-order and 5-order TPS filters are shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (c) while their deviations from the transmission characteristic of areal Gaussian filter are shown in (b) and (d). Figure 6 indicates that the high-order TPS filter achieves excellent isotropy and the approximation goes better to the areal Gaussian filter when the order rises. The maximal transmission characteristic difference between the 5-order TPS filter and the areal Gaussian filter less than 0.52%. Intuitively, the higher the order is, the more accurate the result will be. However, calculation efficiency declines, end effect aggravates, moreover, the accuracy loss problem caused by finite length of machine digits and round-off errors deteriorates. From this stand of point, the 5-order TPS filter is used to balance the advantages and disadvantages in the subsequent sections as an example. As for further application, the potential users can choose the order themselves according to their needs. 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HIGH-ORDER TPS FILTER A. IMPLEMENTATION BY USING KRONECKER PRODUCT
The differential process of a column vector can be realized by matrix product, which is ∇x = Dx, where
By this treatment and choosing proper boundary condition, the kth order difference of a TPS with a size of m × n are rewritten as
where S is the matrix of mean surface data. By reshaping the m × n matrixes s and z into an mn × 1 column vectors g and d, Eq. (16) can be described by using Kronecker product as
where the ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product operation. VOLUME 7, 2019 Then the residual in Eq. (12) can be conveyed to
where
Further, by introducing proper boundary conditions, the following expressions are founded
Then the matrix form of Eq. (12) is
To solve the minimizing problem, the derivative of E on g must be zeros, which means
Thus the essential matrix form of the high-order TPS filter is
where g and d are mn × 1 vectors while I and K are mn × mn matrix with
What should not been ignored is that the sizes of all these parameter matrixes in Eq. (22) are mn × mn, which means when dealing with a 1000 × 1000 points surface data set the size of parameter matrix reaches 10 6 × 10 6 , requiring incredible huge memory, which makes this kind of filter of no practical meaning. However, if proper boundary conditions are adopted, a fast implementation can be achieved.
Assuming that P is a real symmetric matrix, then P can be orthogonally diagonalized, which is
where U T U = UU T = I , and L is a diagonal matrix, whose diagonal elements are eigenvalues of P, that is L = diagλ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n .
Further, P k can been rewritten as
Then K k can be transferred into
Substituting (25) into (22), the reformed filter is
And the mean surface can be computed as
with λ n i and λ m j being the ith and jth diagonal elements of L n and L m , respectively.
Since that g and d are mn × 1 vectors that were reshaped from m × n matrixes S and Z , (U n ⊗ U m ) T d is mn × 1 vector, which means the effect of (U n ⊗ U m )
T d is that every diagonal element in times corresponding element in (U n ⊗ U m )
T d. As a result, to make an efficient use of memory Eq. (27) can be reformed based on features of the Kronecker product as
, and c = a b means c ij = a ij b ij .
B. FAST ALGORITHM
Section A has given a reasonable solution to n-order TPS filters, however, calculating eigenvalues of large matrix is cumbersome and time-consuming. To make high-order TPS filters practical, A fast algorithm is proposed as following: for every line, if choosing the boundary condition as ∇ 2i−1 s 0 = ∇ 2i−1 s n = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the parameter matrix P can be written as
On the basis of Ref. 40 , the eigenvalues of P are
And the left-multiplications by U n and U T n result in iDCT and DCT.
According to the above discussing, the general h-order TPS filter can be solved as
where S is the matrix data set of mean surface of m × n points size; Z is the original surface of m × n points size; γ = Fig. 6 .
The high-order concepts in splines is not new, whereas the applications are rare. The problem is that the equation set is ill-conditioned due to the extraordinarily big conditional number of the coefficient matrix, especially when the order is high. By voiding to solve the linear equation set problem, the proposed high-order TPS filter using the fast algorithm is not troubled by the ill-condition problem.
V. ROBUST ALGORITHM
Outliers and defects are inevitable during measurement. Though some methods were used to minimizing outlier-effects such as morphological schemes [40] , slope and other spikes-like noise removal approaches [41] - [43] , robust filters are still important [40] , [44] , [45] . As described above, the areal cascading spline filter is deficient in that a robust algorithm produces different results when the cascading order changes. Being a real isotropic areal filter, the TPS filter is not troubled by this problem. An M-estimation is introduced by timing a weight function in Eq. (11) as
where w(x, y) is the weighing function. Then Eq. (22) can be rewritten as
where is a mn × mn diagonal matrix, whose [i (n − 1) + j] th diagonal element is w(x i , y j ).
For the implementation of fast algorithm, an iteration is applied by adapted Eq. (33) to
where g (q) and (q) are results of the qth iteration. Then Eq. (34) is deduced as where S (q) is the filtered result of the qth iteration,
. . , n is the reformed weighing matrix calculated after qth iteration with
i,j . The flowchart of the robust algorithm is shown in Fig. 7 . 
VI. EXPERIMENTS A. SIMULATED SURFACES
A series of simulated surfaces are filtered by different filters to highlight the advantages and disadvantages of each method. Figure 8 (a) is a simulated fundamental wavelength surface that contains only one frequency component. The formula of this simulated surface is z = 0.5 cos (2πx/25) + 0.5 cos (2π y/25) + 1 (µm), while the sampling intervals in x-and y-direction are the same as 0.1 µm and the sampling lengths are 125 µm. Figure 8 (b) to (e) are mean surfaces obtained by using the areal Gaussian filter, the areal Gaussian regression filter, the areal cascading spline filter (= 2) and the 5-order TPS filters, respectively. To expose the worst approaching situation of high-order TPS filters, the cut-off wavelengths in x-and y-direction are chosen as 1.64 times of the surface wavelength, that is 40.90 µm (see Fig. 5 (d) ). And the boundary condition claimed without end effect, that is 'D1' in Ref. 12 , is used for areal cascading spline filter ( Fig. 8 (d) ) while the fast algorithm is used for 5-order TPS filter (Fig. 8 (e) ). To show the end-effects diminishing property, all data are kept in Fig.8 (b) ∼ (e), while filtered results with half cut-off wavelength data removed at ends are shown in Fig. S1 (a) ∼ (d) (see supporting information) . Comparing full-scale results (Fig. 8 (b) ∼ (e)) with the tailored ones (Fig. S1 (a) ∼ (d) ), severe end-effects can be found in mean surfaces gained by the areal Gaussian filter, the areal Gaussian regression filter and the areal cascading spline filter as no evident distortion is caused by the 5-order TPS filter. Given that the areal Gaussian filter is the most used filter for areal surface filtration, for the sake of uniformity, it is better that other areal filters possess transmission characteristic approaching that of the areal Gaussian filter. From this stand of point, deviations of mean surfaces gained by the areal Gaussian regression filter, areal cascading spline filter and 5-order TPS filter from that of the areal Gaussian filter are obtained by direct subtraction to show approximation in time domain, shown in Fig. 8 (f) ∼ (h) . The diagonal sections of the mean surfaces (see supporting information Fig. S1 (h) ) confirm the zero phase shifting of all the filters. Further, this zero phase shifting means it is plausible to use the amplitude difference to express the consistency of filtered results. Data with width of a cut-off wavelength are removed to eliminate the influences of end-effects (for full-scale image, see supporting information Fig. S1 (e) ∼ (g) ). The maximal deviation of the 5-order TPS filter is 1.90 × 10 −3 µm, which is around one half of that of the areal cascading spline filter (3.62 × 10 −3 µm) and is two orders of magnitudes smaller than the areal Gaussian regression filter (2.90 × 10 −1 µm). To make the comparison more comprehensive, the RootMean-Square (RMS) values of the deviation are calculated by using data with a cut-off wavelength width at every edge reduced. For the areal Gaussian regression filter, the areal cascading spline filter and the 5-order TPS filter, the RMS values of deviations are 1.99 × 10 −1 µm, 3.07 × 10 −6 µm and 8.51 × 10 −7 µm, respectively, which indicates that the high-order TPS filter has the best approximation among these filters.
In order to further test the proposed filter, a more complicated simulated surface is filtered by areal filters used above, which is consisted of a low frequent sinusoidal component in x-direction and high frequent one in (x + y)-direction (see Fig. 9 (a) ). The formula of the simulated surface is z = 0.1 cos (2πx/25 + 2πy/25) + 0.5 cos (2π x/250) + 2 (µm), while the sampling intervals in x-and y-direction are . It seems that the 5-order TPS filter produces more severe end effects than the areal cascading spline filter which produces the lightest end effects when comparing the full-scale roughness images with the tailored ones that for this kinds of surface topography. While the diagonal sections of the high frequency results (see supporting information Fig. S2 (h) ) reveals that the reason for this illusion is that the transmission characteristics difference between the areal Gaussian filter and the areal cascading spline filter is larger than that between the areal Gaussian filter and the highorder TPS filter. To illustrate the approximation, deviations between roughness obtained by the areal Gaussian filter and those by other filters Ą(the areal Gaussian regression filter, the areal cascading spline filter and the high-order filter) are presented in Fig. 9 (f) ∼ (h) . To avoid the influences of end effects, data with one cut-off wavelength at edges are removed in the comparison (for full-scale images, see supporting information Fig. S2 (e) ∼ (g) ). The 5-order to the areal Gaussian filter again shows the best approximation ( Fig. 9 (h) ), with the maximal deviation is 5.07 × 10 −4 µm which is around one third of that of the areal cascading spline filter and one fiftieth of that of the areal Gaussian regression filter. Considering that the cut-off wavelength is chosen to make the 5-order have the largest difference to the areal Gaussian filter, the approximation will be better in practice. The calculated RMS values of deviations of roughness gained by these three filters to that by the areal Gaussian filters are 1.75 × 10 −4 µm, 9.67 × 10 −7 µm and 1.28 × 10 −7 µm, respectively. The 5-order TPS filter also gives the best approximation among used filters.
TABLE 1. Time consumed by different areal filters (ms).
The processing speeds of these four areal filters are compared by filtering surface data of different sizes, where the FFT algorithm is used to accelerate speed for filtering processes of areal Gaussian filter and areal Gaussian regression filter. The results are listed in Table 1 . The processing speed of 5-order filter is about 1.6 times faster than a 2-cascade areal cascading spline filter, and about 26 times faster than the areal Gaussian regression filter. All these filtrations are implement in Matlab R2018a and executed on an INTEL Core i3-8100 desktop with a RAM of 8 GB and no discrete graphics installed.
B. PRACTICAL SURFACE
To further test the proposed high-order TPS filter, a practical example is executed by filtering surface data of a worn bearing ball (see Fig. 10 (a) , the red background is the VOLUME 7, 2019 plasticine used to fix the ball during measurement) which is measured by a laser scanning confocal microscope (LSCM, OLS-3000, OLYMPUS, Japan). The instrument parameters are as following: the finest resolutions are 0.12 µm in x-and y-direction and 0.01 µm in z-direction, the maximal measurement ranges are 2.5 mm in x-and y-direction and 3 mm in z-direction, the accuracy in different axis are 0.02 µm in x-and y-direction and 0.01 µm in z-direction. As for the measurement of the bearing ball, the sampling intervals are 0.625 µm in x-and y-direction and 0.10 µm in z-direction, the total measuring range is 64 µm × 64 µm. This ball is disassembled from a damaged double row self-aligning ball bearing that was running under poor lubrication. As a consequence of insufficient lubrication, a mass of tiny structures brought by high temperature erosion and larger sized defects caused by fatigue occur simultaneously on the ball surface. When measured by the LSCM, defects were set as zero values by the machine (see Fig. 10 (b) and Fig. S3 (a) ) which happened at those failure areas, while random outliers went either downwards or upwards (see Fig. S3 (a) ).
To compare the performances of different filters, forms were removed by using the areal Gaussian filter, the areal Gaussian regression filter, the proposed high-order filter (5-order), the areal cascading spline filter, the areal Gaussian regression robust filter and the high-order robust filter (5-order) with the cut-off wavelength being 80 µm. The filtration results are presented in Fig. 10 (c) ∼ (h) (defects area were removed by setting points in these areas as NaN). To make the comparison more visualized, the colorbars were reset to let points of the same value colored the same even in different figures. Distortions (indicated by dashed red circles) can be easily found around defect areas in results by the areal Gaussian filter, the areal Gaussian regression filter, areal cascading spline filter and the high-order TPS filter, while can hardly be found in results by the areal Gaussian regression roust filter and the high-order TPS robust filter. In the meantime, single-point-sized and few-point-sized outliers can be found in all filtered results (some obvious ones pointed out by red arrows), but their influences on filtrations are inconspicuous.
For this practical random surfaces, surface parameters (height parameters: root mean square height (S q ), maximal peak height (S p ), maximal pit heigh (S v ), maximal height (S z ) and arithmetic mean height (S a ); function parameters: core height (S k )), reduced peak height (S pk ), reduced dale height (S vk ), peaks ratio (S mr1 ) and dales ratio (S mr2 )) were calculated from four segments (marked by green, magenta, blue and black in Fig. 10 (b) ∼ (h)) according to ISO 25178-2-2012 [46] . Segment 1 and 3 are far from defect areas and cover no defects, Segment 2 has a large defect on its right edge, while Segment 4 covers a few defects directly. Before calculating those parameters, the defects areas were removed first and then the outliers were removed by using the 3σ criterion (for detailed process, see supporting information Section S3). Four representative parameters are listed in Table 2 ∼ V, and all parameters and enlarged images of Seg. 1 ∼ 4 are presented in supporting information Fig. S4 ∼ S7 . Because of the removal process of outliers, the S p , S v and S z parameters have only qualitative meaning but do not represent the real situation. So the following discussion will not count them in.
When comparing parameters calculated from results by the areal Gaussian filter, the areal Gaussian regression filter, the areal cascading spline filter and the high-order TPS filter, the average relative differences between parameters by the areal Gaussian filter and other filters (the areal Gaussian regression filter, the cascading spline filter and the high-order TPS filter) are 5.45%, 0.270% and 0.0581%, while the maximal absolute differences are 2.03 µm, 0.0537 µm and 0.0149 µm, respectively. From both aspects, it can be concluded that the proposed high-order TPS filter approximates the areal Gaussian filter best from those applied filters.
Since containing or close to defects, distortions are found in filtered high pass results in Seg. 2 and Seg. 4 (pointed out in Fig. S5 and Fig. S7 ). While outliers can be found in every segments (void areas in Fig. S4 ∼ S7) . Since the defect areas were set as zeros during filtration, the mean surfaces of non-robust filters were pulled downwards, as a result, the distortions were upwards and the S a and S k are bigger than those by robust filters. In Seg. 1 and Seg. 3, parameters by non-robust filters are a bit smaller than those by robust filters. The reason is believed to be light distortions caused by outliers, which can be proved by the core heights (S k ) and the positions of core surfaces. For all segments, the core heights obtained from results by robust filters are smaller than those from results by non-robust filters. Besides, the core surface positions of results by robust filters are more close to the center than those of results by non-robust filters (evaluated by dP, dP is defined as dP = |100% − (S mr1 + S mr2 )|. The average dP values of the six filters are 5.10%, 4.31%, 5.11%, 5.11%, 8.13% and 2.65% respectively). These comparisons show that the proposed high-order TPS robust filter can effectively minimize outlie-effects. But as for the comparison between the high-order TPS robust filter and the areal Gaussian regression robust filter, more detailed studies are needed in the future.
C. DISCUSSION ON END EFFECTS
End effects are the unexpected oscillations and waviness that occur close to the both data ends when calculating a mean line [20] , which constrain effective evaluating length of measured profiles. Many efforts have been made to eliminate end effects, such as point expansion [47] , wavelet filters [48] , [49] and diffusion filters [50] , [51] . ISO 16610-28 [46] has advised many expansion algorithms and a more effective shearing and expansion technique was introduced in Ref. 26 . End effects are thought to be excluded by selecting appropriate initial values for the filter difference equations in the recursive implementation of Gaussian filters [52] and is also claimed to have been erased by improving boundary condition in spline filters [18] . Since open profiles or surfaces are asymmetric and aperiodic, neither symmetric nor periodic expansions can represent the real situation. As a result, end effects are only manually weakened other than eliminated. So is the recursive method because the chosen initial values and boundary conditions are neither identical to the real situation. As for the high-order TPS filter proposed here, since the boundary conditions ∇ 2i−1 s 0 = ∇ 2i−1 s n = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , N , namely s n+i+1 = s n−i for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N −1, employs N assumed points at each end for a N -order TPS filter, the end effects will not affect many points seriously near the edges since the order N is usually not very big. As a result, the end effects of high-order TPS filter are acceptable, and at worst the same as spline filters.
VII. CONCLUSION
The ideal areal filters for surface metrology should have perfect isotropy, excellent end effect suppression, fast calculation and proper robustness. However, the well-known areal Gaussian filter causes severe end-effects. To solve this problem, many efforts have been paid, including the areal Gaussian regression filter and the areal cascading spline filter, but none can meet all requirements.
Reported in this paper is a latest achievement in constructing areal filters to approximate the areal Gaussian filter but with minimized end-effects. By constructing high-order thin-plate splines, an isotropic areal spline filter is derived to overcome the faultiness of anisotropy and incapability of robust algorithm shown by the former areal cascading spline filter. The proposed high-order TPS filter has a transmission characteristic approximating standard areal Gaussian filter. For the 5-order TPS filters, the maximum transmission characteristic deviation from that of standard areal Gaussian filter is 0.52%. Further, a fast implementation is realized by using two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (DCT2) and two-dimensional inverse discrete cosine transform (iDCT2) algorithm, which provides the high-order TPS filter a calculation speed faster than the former areal cascading spline filter. More importantly, by avoiding solving equation sets, the ill-condition problem of high-order splines is avoided in the proposed solution. A robust algorithm is accessed by dealing with practical surface data. Outstanding properties of the high-order TPS filter are proofed by processing both simulated and practical surfaces. Employing only N hypothetic points, the N -order TPS demonstrates reasonably weak end effects.
By realization of isotropy and robust algorithm, the highorder TPS filter greatly improves the applicability of spline filters. The surface filtration is sped up tremendously by replacing the robust areal Gaussian filter by the robust high-order TPS filter. Nevertheless, some betterments are still needed to be done, for example, the uniformity between the areal high-order TPS filter and the profile spline filter needs to be demonstrated, the abilities of the high-order TPS filter to process data with wide void areas or with stages remain to be developed and the slight deviation of amplitude transmission from 50% at cut-off wavelength is to be vanished. The transmission differences between the areal Gaussian filter and the robust high-order TPS filter are needed to be further demonstrated, too. It is believed that the new areal filter can take the place of ISO 16610-61 on most occasions owing to its better performances.
APPENDIX
The Taylor series of exponential function is 
When the cut-off wavelength in x-direction equals that in y-direction and sampling intervals in both directions are the same, the transfer function of the high-order TPS (Eq. 19) degenerates to G (λ) = 1/ 
The Taylor 
Approximating (A2) by using (A3), {µ k } can be obtained by solving the following equation set 
